BARBARA GRAVER
Catholic Writer, Content Creator & Designer

ABOUT ME
I'm a Catholic writer, content creator and designer with a past
history in the New Age and occult. I have been blogging and
podcasting for over 10 years across several different platforms..
I write Catholic friendly paranormal fiction and religious
booklets for my Etsy shop and have published my testimony
"New Age To Catholic" online. I have been interviewed on
podcasts, internet TV and local radio and love doing media so
please reach out via email at barbaragraver@yahoo.com if you
think I might be a good fit for your show.
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I started blogging and podcasting in 2010 with the
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popular metaphysical blog, The Mystic Review. After
returning to Christianity, in 2017, I shut down the blog
and tried a couple different blog ideas before starting
a new blog about spiritual warfare, Catholicism and
related books and media called OfLightAndDark.com I
also podcast at NewAgeToCatholic.com and have an
author website at BarbaraGraver.com.

MY ETSY SHOP
CATHOLIC BOOK AND CARD
I started my etsy shop in 2020 during the COVID19
lockdown. I began by creating printable prayer
cards
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into

and
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pamphlets and coffee mugs. I am hoping to add
at least one of ebooks to the shop when it is
finished, if it is not too dark.

UPCOMING FICTION
CATHOLIC PARANORMAL FICTION
The last thing fae tracker, Miranda O’Malley, wants
to do is relive the past - and agreeing to let her ex
vampire boyfriend, Nick Markovich, join the search
for her missing sister, Lily, does not change that
fact. But as the pair follow Lily’s trail through the
dark and hidden worlds of vampire and fae,
Miranda begins to realize that nothing - past or
present - is quite what it seems.

NEW AGE TO CATHOLIC
TESTIMONY & PODCAST
“New Age to Catholic” is a short ebook and the
name of my podcast. The . The ebook summarizes
my experience in the New Age and occult and tells
how and why I returned to the Catholic faith. The
podcast

focuses

on

faith,

occultism,

spiritual

warfare and more and is available on most podcast
apps as well as at NewAgeToCatholic.com. You
can also find more on these, and related topics, on
my blog at OfLightAndDark.com
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through my Etsy shop.
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